
Computer 

Create a database on ‘Employee Database’ in OpenOffice.Base. Use the desired fields 
from pg-166 of your computer book. Save the table with a name ‘Employee’ and 
enter at least 10 records in it. Bring the printout of the same with your name, class 
and section mentioned. 
 
English 

Note - Do the holiday homework in your English notebook. 

Q1. Read the following novels and write the summary – 

a) The diary of a young girl 
Q2Read the given lines and comment on Anne’s growth and maturity from 
innocence to self awareness. 
‘You never realise how much you’ve changed until after it’s happened. I’ve 
changed quite drastically, everything about me is different: my opinions, ideas, 
critical outlook. Inwardly, outwardly, nothing’s the same. And I might safely 
add, since it’s true, I’ve changed for the better.’ 
Q3. Give the meanings of the following idioms and use them to make 
sentences of your own. 
black sheep, light at the end of the tunnel, up my sleeves, put up, straight from 
the horse's mouth, scrape the bottom of a barrel, cold fish, split hairs, spin a 
yarn, fling mud 
Q4. . Create a short story in not more than 60 words based on the idiom 
'Better safe than sorry'. 
 

Hindi 

 ‘vaataavarNa saMbaMQaI’ ide gae ivaYayaaoM maoM sao iksaI ek  ivaYaya sao saMbaMiQata jaanakarI va Anya mah<vapaUNa- jaanakairyaaoM kao eki`~ata krko  

{saka kaolaaja banaae^M Aqavaa iva&aapana taOyaar kroM  Aqavaa maa^Dla banaaêM | idyaa gayaa kaya - samaUh ivaBaajana ko  Anausaar kroM |                                                                                                                           

samaUh 1 (Anauk`maaMk  1 - 13)‚kcara  dana ,krao klyaaNa‛ 

samaUh 2 (Anauk`maaMk  14 - 26) hma Apanao ivad\yaalaya kao ‘[kao – skUla’ banaa saktao hOM | kOsao ?  

 AQyaaya 5  ‘ek  AaOr BaUta’ ka pazna kroM taqaa svaMya dsa pa`Sna – {<araoM kI rcanaa krko  ilaKaoM | 

Punjabi 

 

not : - ilKweI Su`D Aqy suMdr krn dw Xqn kro [ 
1) r`uK lwE s`uK pwE nwhry dI qrj qy ru`KW dI sWB sMBwl dI pRyrxw vwsqy r`uK lwaux 
bwry skUl dy noits borf leI pMjwbI iv`c iek noits iqAwr kro [ ies vwsqy A4 SIt 
dI vrqoN kro [ 



2) e[dosh ;'w/ wB[Zysk bJh todkB jB .fJ; ;so Bz{ f;ZX eod/ j'J/ s;thoK ;fjs gq'i?eN fsnko eo'  

3) Go{D jZfsnk fto[ZX d' iK fszB Bhsh tke(Slogan) fby' .  
Science 

 
1.WHEN I AM A TINKERER OF SCIENCE!  

Design your own experiment and feel like a scientist: Design an experiment or prepare 

a working model and a chart by using simple things around you to explain laws, 

principles, phenomenon around us. You need to present it in the class after the school 

reopens. Do it as per your groups mentioned below: 

 Group A: Roll no. 1-8 (Irrigation system) 

 Group B: Roll no. 9-16(Electricity) 

 Group C: Roll no.17-23(Combustion) 

Resources Required: Chart paper, all stationary items for making the chart and for 

model as per students choice of experiment. 

 

2. This is to be done in scrap book 

a. Collect few natural fibres and synthetic fibres and compare their properties.  
b. Visit max hospital and collect information about common disease caused by micro-
organisms. 
c. Draw a labeled diagram of nitrogen cycle. 
d. State 5 uses of metals and 5 uses of non- metals. 
 
3. Write the subsidies provided by government in agriculture and explain any three of 
them. 
 

 

Maths 

 

1. The sum of three consecutive multiples of 4 is 444. Find these multiples. 

2. The denominator of a rational number is greater than its numerator by 3. If the 

numerator is increased by 7 and the denominator is decreased by 1, the new number 

becomes 3/2. Find the original number. 

3. The sum of the digits of a two digit number is 7. If the number formed by 

reversing the digits is less than the original number by 27, find the original number. 

4. Divide 28 into two parts in such a way that 6/5 of one part is equal to 2/3 of the 

other. 



5. A total of $10000 is distributed among 150 persons as gift. A gift is either of $50 

or $100. Find the number of gifts of each type. 

6. The sum of two numbers is 25. One of the numbers exceeds the other by 9. Find 

the numbers. 

7. The difference between the two numbers is 48. The ratio of the two numbers is 

7:3. What are the two numbers? 

8. The length of a rectangle is twice its breadth. If the perimeter is 72 metre, find 

the length and breadth of the rectangle. 

9. Aaron is 5 years younger than Ron. Four years later, Ron will be twice as old as 

Aaron. Find their present ages. 

10. Robert’s father is 4 times as old as Robert. After 5 years, father will be three 

times as old as Robert. Find their present ages. 

11. There are two numbers such that sum of the numbers is 20 and their difference 

is 8. Find the difference of their squares. 

12.  What should be added to (-7/20) to get (-2/5)?  

13.  The sum of two rational numbers is (-3/7). If one of the number is (-5/8) find 

the other.  

14.  The sum of two rational numbers is (-5/8). If one of the number is (-6/11), find 

the other number.  

15. To which number should (2/3) be added to give (-11/4)?  

 

S. Science 

OBJECTIVE: To raise awareness about the various disasters that keep on striking one 
part of the world or the other and cause huge loss of life and property. The students 
will learn several techniques to mitigate the effects of natural disasters. 
TOPIC: Earthquake/landslides /floods/cyclones 

 Prepare a project file on these disasters as per your group mentioned below. 

 Group A-Roll no.1-6 (earthquake), 

 Group B- Roll no. 7-12 (Landslides) 

 Group A- Roll no. 13-18 (Floods) 



 Group A Roll no.19-25 (Cyclones) 

 Collect information on these disasters that have occurred in the last 5 years. 

 Collect information and pictures from websites, newspapers and magazines 

about these. 

 The project report should be handwritten. 

 The project should have minimum 15 A4 size sheets. 

 The project should cover the following areas: 

INTRODUCTION: 

 What is a Disaster? Explain with special reference to your 

topic.(landslide/Earthquake/Floods/Cyclones) 

 Causes of the disaster. 

 Various warning systems in the world. 

SPECIFIC DETAILS ON: 

 Name any two countries hit by Earthquake/landslide/ Floods/ Cyclones recently. 

 Locate the place and the country, where they have occurred, on the world 

political map. 

 Areas that were affected. 

 Extent of loss of property and life. 

CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY 

 What measures were taken by the government to reduce the impact of the 

disaster? 

 Mitigation measures taken after the disaster. 

  Your suggestions on how we can bring awareness among the students. 

 


